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Let’s Talk About PEEK
and Crystallinity
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these molded-in stresses can be released and parts fail. This
failure can manifest as stress cracking, shape and dimensional
change, and uncontrolled crystallization. It is obvious how
a crack can negatively impact the product, but when parts
crystallize in high heat sterilization or from high frictional heat,
the dimension and shape change can lead to many problems
as well. When PEEK crystallizes it loses volume while increasing
density and, in most cases, this causes part shrinkage. Also,
because the molded-in stresses are inconsistent throughout
the part, when they are released it can change the shape of the
part. In the case of an extrusion, ovality or odd egg-shaped cross
sections can occur and random bends and kinks can form along
their length. Some parts are difficult to crystallize in the primary
process and need to be crystallized or annealed in a secondary
step. This requires mounting the parts in fixtures, or in the case
of tubing, inserting mandrels or wires in IDs, to control the
dimensions and shape.
The easiest method to determine if a PEEK part has reached
full crystallization is by its color. If the part is mostly an opaque,
lighter beige color (wall thickness can affect opacity) then PEEK
has reached at least 90% of its total possible crystallinity and
will avoid most of the problems associated with low crystallinity.
When PEEK is amorphous it is a transparent amber color.
There are two other tests that can be performed to identify
the state of the crystallinity, which include digital scanning
calorimetry (DSC) and X-ray. DSC measures the amount of heat
and energy a part absorbs throughout a specified temperature
range and the resulting graph (Figure C) will demonstrate if a
part is fully crystalline or not based on the number of peaks.
Because crystallinity affects density of a part, X-ray will show the
varying density of a lower crystallinity part. The X-ray method is
generally used on injection molded parts or other processes that
create complex thick and thin geometry because then with an
X-ray in hand, problem areas can be specifically addressed.
PEEK is already defined as an exotic and challenging material
to process due to the high heat requirements; but the
amorphous and crystallinity states add a whole new level of
complexity to the material. Much research, understanding and
further specialization of processing is required to produce the
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best, highest quality PEEK part. This information should help
guide engineers to determine if a manufacturer is specialized
in processing PEEK and truly understands the complexities
and nuance required to process this unique material. I hope
that this info I have shared will help engineers and designers
to better understand the complexity of PEEK and allow the
increasing number of medical devices that are utilizing PEEK,
to fully capitalize on its unique and extreme properties.
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